
GA 2889 (formerly 1929abs) 
(Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek Gr. 455) 

 
Kurzgefasste Liste description: 
GA MS number: GA 2889 (formerly 1929abs) 
Contents: pK† 

Date: XIV 
Material: paper 
Leaves: 439 
Columns: 1 
Lines per page: 32 
Dimensions: 26.5 x 21 cm 
Shelf Number: Gr. 455 
 
Corrections to K-Liste description: line count. 
 
CSNTM description: 
MS number: GA 2889 (formerly 1929abs)1 
Contents: pK† 

Date: XIV 
Material: paper 
Columns: 1 
Lines per page: 32–38 (but normally 32)2 
Dimensions: 26.6–8 x 21–21.3 x 7.5–8.0 cm 
Shelf Number: Gr. 455 
 
Leaves: foliated; at 72 it’s called 71a (thus, 1 off); after ‘180’ the next leaf is called ‘182’ 
which means that the leaf count is now correct. 8-leaf quires. 
 

Text leaves: 439 
Image count: 878 
 

Cover material: 20 images 
 

front cover: cover (2) + 3 blank leaves, color chart, sharpness chart, 3 Spiegel (sides) 
subtotal: 13 images (14 = one extra shot with color char on the pages side) 
 
back cover: cover + 4 blank leaves 
subtotal: 10 (12 = two image with color and sharpness charts) 
 

Total image count: 901 images 
 

                                                
1 INTF says that this is still an Abschrift of 1929, but it also deserves its own 

number because all MSS are copies of others. 
2 In hypothesis the numbers rise. 



UV: 177r, 269v, 280rv. 
 

Interesting or significant material: 64r starts hypothesis for 1 Corinthians. Text starts on 
64v. 101r has a tab that indicates a special passage. 124v is 2 Corinthians hypothesis. 2 
Cor starts on 124v as well. 167r Galatians hypothesis; 168r Galatians; 177r erasure. 190r 
has Colossians hypothesis; Col starts on 190v. Paul’s letters thus do not follow the 
‘traditional’ order. 210v has Phil hypothesis with several lines (the intro and heading) 
missing; Phil also starts on 210v. Eph hypothesis on 227v; Eph starts on 228r. 257r starts 
1 Thess hypothesis and text. 270r starts 2 Thess hypothesis; text starts on verso, but the 
rubrication is forgotten and all the text is black until 272r. 1 Timothy hypothesis starts 
278v; text starts on 279r. 299v starts 2 Tim hypothesis; 300r starts text. A sufficient 
number of wax drippings and marginalia (perhaps corrections of text or commentary) to 
consider the MS to have been well used. 313v is Titus’ hypothesis; 314r starts text. 321v 
has Hebrews hypothesis; text on 322r. 380r has a gap in the commentary between Heb 
13.19 and 20. 381v begins brand new material. 390r has text from Matt 21.33ff. 395v 
starts Matt 22.1. 401r has Matt 25. 404r has Mt 25.32. After that there is quite a bit of 
material of various sorts. Philemon does not seem to be in the MS. Second hand only 
appears after Paul’s letters. 
 
MS is crooked at times, giving a trapezoidal look. 
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